shakin' up shake shack

A JOURNEY WITH GOOD FRIENDS FOR GOOD FOOD

DEC 2018

The Peer Review
The Verdict

Shake shack, or as some like to make the analogy "East Coast In-N-Out", is an upscale chain burger restaurant located in UTC La Jolla. Aside from the typical burgers and fries some of the more unique items the peers got were Elizabeth’s cheese fries, Ryan’s vegetarian mushroom burger, and a shared Oreo milkshake. These, along with the typical assortment of burgers and regular fries, filled empty stomachs and are officially recommended by the peers!

Here is the unassuming mushroom burger. It features a fried portobello mushroom full of warm gooey cheese.
What's Shakin' in Revelle?

Revelle College Rental Program

Borrow board games and chairs for 24 hours in exchange for your PID and contact information at the College Center desk at the bottom of Blake Hall.

Do you ever wish you could just look out over the plaza from anywhere?

Check out Roger's Point of View day or night at http://cam-revelle-plaza.ucsd.edu/

Fall Quarter Ends December 15th!

Remember if you are living on campus and will be leaving for winter break you must be out by December 16th at noon and you can return as early as January 5th at noon!

Good luck on finals and have a restful winter break!